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Introduction:
Capet Pat is a dedicated website to providing carpet quality patterns for hand weaving craft for
carpets from images. Carpet weaving can be for hobbyists or craftsmanship on per order sales or
factory production.
Weaver can upsize the carpet size or montage the pattern by placing alterations to existing stitches
by substituting stitches by neighbouring stitches. Weaver can also add texts and logos to the pattern.
These guidelines apply to patterns used for carpets weaving and rugs weaving on canvas and
embroidery on canvas and loom tapestry and needlework on fabrics.

Prelude:
Bell is a viewing and printing software that can be used to print user specific text and logos artwork
embroidery points on fabric and transfer paper to scale and also to canvas. Viewing all artwork
aspects at same time is made easy using Bell where weaver can select which aspect of the artwork
to view on a click of a button like borders and dots for instance. Bell also allow in depth Zoom and
Pan of artwork viewed in details simultaneously.
For print Bell can be used to print artworks on canvas and fabric and Transfer Paper to any size to
scale to use for weaving or on paper to get the real size feel and look of the artwork prior to weave.
Bell works with any weaver designed artwork directly where no need to make a purchase of a
pattern from Carpet Pat at all. Bell also can be used as all purpose photo viewer or printer. Bell does
not generate pattern but generates dots for fabric embroidery and Transfer Paper print, Bell also
produce borders to print on canvas for needlework embroidery and rug weaving on canvas if
required to any size of weaver designed artwork where at large, but not limited to, text and logos.
Bell also allows testing text and logo artwork before print where Dots are viewed and Details allow
colours count. Hot keys are provided for rapid view image select and Pan access on/off.
To prepare an artwork weaver can use Windows Paint following ‘Adding Text and Logos and Pattern
Montage.pdf’ at Links page for none antialiased artwork required to be dotted by Bell.

Why Printing:
Printing can be used to see an artwork to true size before weaving since to scale, however it also can
be used as guide line to artwork dots already printed on fabric. Print is also viable for texts and logos
on canvas for rugs or embroidery or fabric or transfer paper alike.

System Requirement:
Windows Vista and higher and 1.8GHhz processor minimum preferred with 100MB free memory for
artworks 1000 stitches size required.
The application is portable so it can work from any computer or drive.
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About Bell:
Bell is a portable software that a weaver can use to print his own creations of artwork on fabric or
Transfer Paper to scale. It means a weaver need not to contact Carpet Pat to process to a pattern or
ask for a Montage service where all done by the weaver alone. Weaver can create his artwork
following ‘Adding Text and Logos and Pattern Montage.pdf’ document at Links page for none
antialiased artwork to be printed directly using Bell to fabric or Transfer Paper also to canvas to
scale. Bell does not generate a pattern yet dots to scale are generated where enough for embroidery
needlework on fabric or using Transfer Paper and also for canvas since borders are printable to any
canvas size even for large size rugs on wide page large format printers following text and logos
artwork size weaver designed and mesh size weaver to select. For complete pattern lists weaver still
can email the artwork to Carpet Pat to be processed to pattern as Montage Service since artwork is
none antialiased where more details for patterns in this case refer to ‘Using Atlas For Patterns
Print.pdf’ document for further details. Dots printed are suitable for both cross stitching and long
stitching for needlework embroidery on fabric or printed on Transfer Paper.

Opening An Artwork:
In File Menu select Open and load the artwork, as follows,

The artwork already assumed weaver designed using Windows Paint or similar software following
‘Adding Text and Logos and Pattern Montage.pdf’ document at Links page.
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Viewing An Artwork:
In order to view an artwork four options exist, as follows,
1- Tiled image where default when an artwork is once opened,

The Tiled view is the view of the artwork itself.
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2- Tile Map to view the tiled map image,

The Tiled Map view is the artwork with borders added.
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3- Select Border to view the border image. The border image is the borders lines only without
the background image like the Tiled Map image where lines are set to the artwork colours at
border points, as follows,
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4- Select Dots to view the dots placement image, as follows,

Dots placement are the areas that will be dotted using ‘At Borders Hold’ and ‘At White Hold’ options
at Page settings in File menu. For more details regarding Hold are described below.
Print dots to pdf file to see the sizes selected and locations of individual dots not the area only prior
to print on materials.
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5- An artwork can be Zoomed IN or OUT using the Zoom bar on top as follows,
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6- An artwork can be panned cross the screen using the Pan tool at view menu. On Pan mode a
thumb is displayed to address the displacement. Displacement is accomplished on mouse
left button press and move to new position then release the button, as follows,

By deselecting Pan, curser will turn pointer again leaving displacement at its current position.
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7- Pan also can be accessed by right click of the mouse, as follows,
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8- High Definition Zoom is allowed beyond values in Zoom bar drop list where can be edited at
Zoom bar box itself followed by pressing Enter, as follows,
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9- For colour details and number of colours at any point, right click of mouse then select Details
as follows,
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10- Number of colours is the Palette Count in Details window where XY are point location on
artwork where Red, Green and Blue are the colour values at XY location, as follows,

Few number of colours indicate that the artwork is none antialiased. For further information on how
to design an artwork with few colours where none antialiased refer to ‘Adding Text and Logos and
Pattern Montage.pdf’ document at Links page.

11- The File Menu also include Close All option to close the existing artwork and Exit option to
close the application all together where confirmation from weaver precede whether to close
or exit.
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Page Setup:
Page Setup is where all printing setting are placed regarding paper space where size of paper is set
so its orientation and margins. When first Page Setup is displayed it does a preliminary fitting of the
artwork to whatever paper size is close including orientation and margins. Margins are the artwork
displacement from top left corner of the printing paper or canvas or fabric selected. Page setup
provides a true WYSIWYG display so both paper and artwork are displayed the way print will take
place. Printing is to scale. Once setup is to weaver satisfaction the printer can print the artwork on
material selects exactly like defined in Page setup.
If the weaver is happy with initial Page Setup then he can print directly to printer after setting
Printer Setup to values of Page Setup. Otherwise weaver can select other paper sizes to meet
printing material sizes available or set a custom sizes for the materials available altogether. Best fit
for an ANSI size does not means its corresponding ISO size does not fit or vice versa but it means
what selected fits best yet the weaver can select if best fit was ANSI its corresponding at ISO and vice
versa to availability of material sizes and also custom sizes if required.
The artwork can made rotated to fit paper orientation whether portrait or landscape to more fit
large format printers for large custom size materials printing as more efficient as possible.

Initial Page Setup First Display

The following images selections via View selection apply to Page Setup,
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1- Tiled Image.
Unlikely printed for display except when true size need to be realized to mesh selected since print is
to scale as follows,

It is a good practice to print to pdf file first and see the paper sizes at pdf file properties and
locations of dots or any other prints selected prior to actual print to materials.
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2- Tiled Map Image.
Like Tiled image Tiled Map image also can be printed when true size need to be realized to mesh
selected since print is to scale. It also can be used to print on canvas or fabric to display the borders
information yet more ink is required in this mode, as follows,
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3- Border Image.
Like Tile image Border image also can be printed when true size need to be realized to mesh selected
since print is to scale. It also can be used to print on canvas or fabric to display the borders
information where minimal ink is required in this mode. Border image can be also displayed in other
colours via Border colour selection like gray or blue not necessary the colours of background image,
as follows,
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4- Paper Size.
Paper size can be changed to meet availability of related sizes materials like paper or canvas or
fabric, as follows,
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5- mm/Inch selections change the Page Width and Page Height from mm to inch numbering
systems and vice versa, as follows,
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6- Portrait/Landscape selections change the paper from portrait to landscape orientation and
vice versa. Note that weaver may need to change also the paper size to larger size if he wish
not to rotate the artwork, as follows,
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7- Select Rotate to rotate the artwork itself. Note that weaver may need to change also the
paper size to larger size or change Portrait/Landscape selection if he wish to rotate the
artwork. Rotate is required to map the artwork to corresponding paper orientation selected
where if paper was portrait then artwork need to be also mapped portrait type where
landscape for paper to artwork need to be also mapped to corresponding landscape, as
follows,

Note: Only Rotate is selected in the picture above to demonstrate effect of Rotate yet to complete a
correct printing Landscape is also required to select where printer will print the artwork in landscape
mode this time yet result same as portrait paper mode where artwork not rotated.
In order to print in Portrait mode while paper is in Landscape mode printer is to have enough width
to accommodate the wider side of the artwork which suits best material saving at large format
printers wherever possible.
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8- Select Mirror to flip the artwork to be printable on Transfer Papers to be ironed on fabrics.
Follow Transfer Paper instructions regarding which printer is suitable since some thermal
inkjets and other printers do not suit some types of Transfer Papers for various reasons.
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9- Select All at Mesh list to add mesh dots to print where useful if printing on fabric. Dots might
be selected of three sizes where Tiny, Medium and Coarse from ‘Mesh Dot Size’ selector
while dots colour can be selected from ‘Mesh Dot Colour’ selector, as follows,
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10- Select Borders at Mesh list to place dots at borders only, as follows,
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11- Select ‘At Borders’ at Mesh list to print borders dots only for needle work on fabric directly.
To use Transfer Paper weaver need to apply Mirror also, as follows,
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12- Select ’Hold White’ to not place dots on artwork white colour places useful when texts and
logos need to be needleworked where white spaces left as background fabric, as follows,

Note: ‘Hold White’ feature is one to one equivalent to Windows Paint Transparent Selection for
Copy and Paste where pure white not selected where Bell does also not select pure white either to
be dotted.
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13- Select ‘At Hold White’ to print only dots yet avoid white places suitable to for texts and logos
needle work where using Transfer Paper where only required dots are printed. To use
Transfer Paper Mirror also need to be selected, as follows,

Notes: Some Transfer Papers allow none gloss finish when removed hot yet print stay on fabric
which suits more needlework on fabric.
If you wish to keep dots at certain White spaces of artwork because of part of logo or to solidify text
then refer to ‘Adding Text and Logos and Pattern Montage.pdf’ at Links page.
‘At Hold White’ feature is same as ‘Hold White’ feature except dots only are printed either on fabric
or Transfer Paper where Mirror also applied.
Printing to pdf file allows a visual pre-look at dots to be printed on fabric or Transfer Paper before
actual print on material.
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14- Weaver can change Mesh/Gauge value to his favourite. On change the value turn green
where need to press ‘Apply’ button to take effect. The paper size need also to be upsized
accordingly to accommodate the larger footprint of the artwork since mesh changed from
24 to 18, as follows,
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15- The weaver can change artwork location on paper by deselecting ‘Centre’ and placing new
margin values at X Margin and Y Margin. The values are in green where ‘Apply’ button need
to be pressed for effects to take place. Margins values are always in inches both X and Y, as
follows,
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16- Weaver can set custom size for the artwork if not already selected if artwork too large.
Default values of 50 inch for both width and height are the default, as follows,
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17- Weaver now can change the Page width and Page Height To suit his new sizes as he may
required for reasons can be available material sizes for example, The values are in green
where ‘Apply’ button need to be pressed for effects to take place, as follows,
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Printer Setup:
Select ‘Printer Setup’ at File menu. Paper select must be ‘Edge to Edge’ type since artwork on
paper is effectively a photo so need to be handles that way. Select Paper type pre selected at
‘Page Setup’ and orientation whether Portrait or Landscape, as follows,
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Print:
1- Select ‘Print’ from File menu. If ‘Page Setup’ is not called prior to ‘Print’ select, the weaver is
prompted to open ‘Page Setup’ first for what to print confirmation, as follows,
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2- If print job ready Bell prompt weaver before print for last confirmation, as follows,
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3- On print confirmation depending on printer device driver a printer print window appear
where print starts at confirming print job, as follows,
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4- It is a good idea to go through printer settings and advance settings before print even if
‘Printer Setting’ was selected previously so confirm ‘paper size’ and ‘orientation’ also where
print ‘edge to edge’ and ‘print borderless’ whether print is local at weaver premises or at
your local stationery shop, as follows,
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Children Drawings:
If you can spare some more time to your kids, Bell Print can be used to prepare an artwork for your
child for recreation to paint using crayons or brushes. Artworks are prepared the same way as texts
and logos described in ‘Adding Text and Logos and Pattern Montage.pdf’ at Links page. Make sure
the artwork is none antialiased as described in the file. The drawing is prepared for print as follows,

1- Open the artwork as follows,
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2- You can view if spaces are to your liking before print by selecting Border view, as follows,
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3- On ‘Page Setup’ at File menu you can adjust Mesh value to fit the artwork to your selected
paper size, choose ‘Border’ View for borders to be printed in colours or other colour if
required from Border Colour select drop list, as follows,
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4- Once printed the artwork will look like this a perfect drawing material from your own
creation for your child, as follows,
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General Remarks:
Print can be made on any printable approved materials whether canvas or fabric or paper as long as
fit for printing on that particular printer. Printing is to scale and use minimal dye for border printing.
It is a good idea to print to a PDF file using a free pdf printer driver so paper sizes and layout confirm
weaver select. PDF files can be handed to your local stationary shop for printing even to large format
printing since PDF printing drivers also allow custom paper select. PDF files can also be used for
viewing like border image or converted to photo using free online tools.
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